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ARC Language Engineering in the Field
Aikuma
1. Install Aikuma2 2. Enable Sync 3. Sign-in
Aikuma = “meeting place” – Usarufa [usa]
Usarufa, PNG, 1000 spkrs > 30 years old
Florian Hanke
Aikuma: recording narratives (near field audio)
Tembé, Brazil, 60 spkrs > 40 years old
Aikuma: oral translation (consecutive interpretation)







File Structure: Upper Level
aikuma/ 
    v01/ 
        t/ 
            to/ 
               tony@gmail.com/ 
                   items/ 
                   social/ 
                   speakers/
File Structure: Lower Level (a)
tony@gmail_com/ 
    items/ 
        ualwfcixlzpu/ 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-source.wav 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-source-preview.wav 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-source-metadata.json 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120.wav 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120-mapping.txt 
            ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-comment-829120-metadata.json 
    social/ 
    speakers/ 
        JSLFOEPSOVKW/ 
        JFKLEPELWXAE/
File Structure: Lower Level (b)
sally@gmail_com 
    items/ 
        ualwfcixlzpu/ 
            ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com.transcript.txt 
            ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-transcript-metadata.json 
            ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021.wav 
            ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021-mapping.txt 
            ualwfcixlzpu-sally@gmail.com-respeak-493021-metadata.json 
    social/ 
        ualwfcixlzpu-tony@gmail.com-source-like 




Search for Aikuma on Google Play or on GitHub 
Email: stevenbird1@gmail.com 
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